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The merger of LNBB with and into NWBI qualifies as a tax-free reorganization within the meaning of Section 368(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. As a result, each LNBB shareholder may recognize a taxable gain, or in some cases a taxable
loss as follows:
1)
2)
3)

For those LNBB shareholders who elect to receive only cash for their LNBB shares in the exchange, taxable gain or loss will
be recognized for the difference between the cash received and the tax basis of the LNBB shares surrendered
For those LNBB shareholders who elect to receive only NWBI shares in the exchange, no taxable gain or loss will be
recognized
For those LNBB shareholders who elect to receive a combination of cash and NWBI shares in the exchange, taxable gain
(but not a taxable loss) will be recognized in an amount equal to the lesser of:
i.
The amount of cash received in the exchange; or
ii.
The amount, if any, by which the sum of the cash received plus the fair market value of the shares of NWBI
common stock received in the exchange (measured at the time of the exchange) exceeds the tax basis of the
LNBB shares surrendered

For purposes of calculating this taxable gain, the amount of cash received in the exchange does not include cash received in lieu of
fractional shares of NWBI common stock (see discussion of cash received in lieu of fractional shares below).
Gain or loss must be calculated separately for each identifiable block of LNBB common shares surrendered in the exchange having a
common tax basis. A loss realized on one block of LNBB common shares may not be used to offset a gain realized on another block
of LNBB common shares. Each LNBB shareholder is encouraged to consult their own personal tax advisor regarding the determination
of this realized gain or loss on the exchange.
Each LNBB shareholder that receives NWBI shares in the exchange is required to determine the tax basis of the shares of NWBI stock
received in the exchange by performing the following calculations separately for each identifiable block of LNBB common shares
surrendered in the exchange having a common tax basis:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Begin with the aggregate tax basis of the LNBB common shares surrendered in the exchange
Add the amount of taxable gain, if any, determined from the above calculation (excluding any gain or loss resulting from the
deemed receipt and sale of fractional shares described below)
Subtract the total amount of cash received (excluding any cash received in lieu of fractional shares described below)
Subtract the tax basis in any fractional shares of NWBI common stock that were deemed to have been received in the
exchange and immediately sold (see the treatment of fractional shares described below)

The resulting figure represents the aggregate tax basis of the shares of NWBI common stock received in the exchange for that
identifiable block of LNBB common shares transferred. The tax basis of each individual share of NWBI common stock within this
identifiable block is determined by dividing this aggregate tax basis by the number of NWBI common shares that comprise this
identifiable block.
LNBB shareholders who receive cash in lieu of a fractional share of NWBI common stock are, for purposes of determining the taxability
of that cash, deemed to have received the fractional share in the exchange and then as having sold the fractional share for cash.
These LNBB shareholders will generally recognize a taxable gain or loss equal to the difference between the tax basis of the LNBB
common shares deemed to have been exchanged for the fractional share and the amount of cash received.
Form 8937 Part II, Box 16:
Refer to the description of the basis calculation in Part II, Box 15 above. The August 14, 2015 closing price of a single share of NWBI
common stock on the NASDAQ Stock Exchange was $ 12.84.

